
Introduction

The Process Instruments remote access functionality is based on a 2G or 3G modem, available from Pi as an option, which will

require a SIM card.

Alternatively, if your facility has a LAN (Local Area Network) and it can access the internet then you don't need a modem, just

a LAN card available from Pi and integral to the CRIUS® controller, and therefore no SIM card.

In order for the cloud based Remote Access application to talk to the Pi controller, it needs to be able to uniquely identify the

SIM card housed in the controller. There are three main possibilities for how this can work, all of which are open to Pi's

customers.

Fixed (static) Public IP

This is a SIM card that has a publicly addressable IP

address that doesn't change.

Pros

• Simple

• Secure

• Readily available

• Pi's new remote access will not accept spam
data so no unexpected costs

• Low cost

Cons

• Not available in all countries (e.g. New Zealand, Ireland etc.)

• Only available from specialist suppliers

The fixed public IP SIM card offers the simplest, most cost effective method of SIM card enabled communication if it is

available in your country.

Dynamic IP

This is where the IP address is assigned dynamically (it

changes periodically). The IP is changed by the phone

company, not by Pi. Pi has developed its controllers such

that the controller can detect a change in IP and contacts

the server hosting the Pi remote access cloud application to

tell it of the new IP address.

Pros

• Simple

• Secure

• Readily available

• Immune to spam

• Lowest cost
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Cons

• WARNING! Mobile phone companies are replacing dynamic IP SIM cards with a different functionality,
often with no warning. If your provider does this your remote access will stop working and you would
need to change to an alternative method.

Fixed (static) Private IP

This is a SIM card that can be assigned an IP address that

can only be accessed behind a VPN (Virtual Private

Network). A VPN can be set up by your mobile provider or

you can take advantage of the Pi VPN (but this will require

you to buy your SIM cards from Pi's supplier which may not

be cost effective outside Europe).

Pros

• Most secure

• Readily available

• Immune to spam

• Future proof

Cons

• Requires a VPN

• Slightly higher cost

• Requires a cloud installation of the Pi remote access application on a server configured to use the VPN

If you only intend to ever operate a few instances of Pi's remote access then connecting via the Pi VPN is the simplest option.

If you are to be a multi-user of Pi's remote access then it may be preferable to install your own instance of the Pi cloud

application on your own cloud servers.

Conclusion

If you are able to access Fixed Public IP SIM cards then this is the best route to go.

If you cannot then a private access Fixed IP SIM card behind a VPN is the best way to go.

If all this is very confusing then don't worry! Just contact us or your local sales contact to check that you have the best

solution.
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